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Smart Home Devices Activity Fingerprinting From
Their Network Traffic And The Role Of Virtual

Assistant Devices

Abstract

Smart home devices are tending to become a necessity in our fast-paced life,
Internet of Things (IoT) devices have proved to solve many of our everyday life
problems of any kind. With the introduction of IoT devices in our homes, security
and privacy must be taken more seriously, especially when the nature of those
devices is to interact or handle sensitive and personal data. Amazon Echo is a
smart speaker that can understand natural language voice commands and complete
tasks for the user by communicating with Alexa, a cloud-based virtual assistant
where the commands are analyzed and comprehended. The user activates the
device with a “wake up” word, then he interacts with it with voice commands.
Alexa is also capable of connecting with peripheral smart devices at the same
WiFi network, thus creating a smart home with interconnected devices under the
brain of Alexa.

We will demonstrate how an ISP or any other passive network observer with
access to a user’s last-mile network traffic is capable of identifying the types of
smart home devices even behind Network Address Translation (NAT). Figure out
their state, and how the interconnection of the smart devices with a virtual as-
sistant like Amazon Alexa, in the way that is implemented now, is giving away
privacy-sensitive information. We will analyze the security of Amazon Echo and
a few different types of smart home devices that are Alexa compatible, and we
will describe the process of how a malicious network observer can infer informa-
tion about the user. Also, we will present and cluster the security of IoT devices,
how secure an IoT device can be with the existing implementation and on the
other hand, how insecure is a more vulnerable smart device at the point where an
attacker can not only extract sensitive information about the user’s life but also
actively interfere with it’s usage.





Ταυτοποίηση έξυπνων οικιακών συσκευών και

αναγνώρηση των εντολών τους απο την διαδικτυακη

κίνηση και ο ρόλος των εικονικών βοηθών

Περίληψη

Οι έξυπνες οικιακές συσκευές είναι μεγάλο κομμάτι της καθημερινότητάς μας και

τείνουν να γίνουν μια αναγαιότητα στην ζωή μας που χαρακτηρίζεται από γρήγορους

ρυθμούς. Οι συσκευές που απαρτίζουν το διαδίκτυο των πραγμάτων έχουν ομολο-

γουμένως λύσει πολλά και διάφορα προβλήματα της καθημερινότητάς μας. Με την

εισαγωγή των έξυπνων αυτών συσκευών στα σπίτια μας, η ασφάλεια και η προστασία

της ιδιωτικότητας που απαιτείται απο αυτές πρέπει να ληφθεί πιο σοβαρά υπ’οψιν, ιδίως

όταν η φύση αυτων των συσκευών απαιτεί να αλληλεπιδρούν ή να διαχειρίζονται ευαί-

σθητα και προσωπικά δεδομένα. Το Amazon Echo είναι ένα έξυπνο ηχείο το οποίο

μπορεί να καταλάβει εντολές σε ανθρώπινη φυσική γλώσσα και να απαντήσει ή να

εκτελέσει αιτήματα του χρήστη επικοινωνώντας με την Alexa , έναν εικονικό βοηθό

που βρίσκεται σε διαδικτυακό σύννεφο, όπου οι εντολές αναλύονται και εκτελούνται.

Ο χρήστης ενεργοποιεί τον εικονικό βοηθό χρησιμοοιώντας μία λέξη αφύπνησης και

έπειτα αλληλεπιδρά με αυτόν με φωνητικές εντολές. Η Alexa είναι επισης ικανή να

συνδεθεί με άλλες περιφερειακές έξυπνες συσκευές που βρίσκονται στο ιδιο τοπικό

δίκτυο με το Echo , δημιουργώντας έτσι ένα έξυπνο σπίτι διασυνδεδεμένων συσκευών

κάτω απο τον εγκέφαλο της Alexa .

Θα παρουσιάσουμε πώς ένας πάροχος υπηρεσιών διαδικτύου ή οποιοσδήποτε άλλος

παθητικός παρατηρητής της διαδικτυακής κίνησης, με πρόσβαση στην κίνηση δικτύου

ενός χρήστη, είναι ικανός να αναγνωρίσει τους τύπους των έξυπνων συσκευών σε ένα

οικιακό δίκτυο, να συμπεράνει την κατάσταση στην οποία βρίσκονται και πώς η δια-

σύνδεση των έξυπνων συσκευών με έναν εικονικό βοηθό όπως το Alexa της Amazon,
με τον τρόπο που υλοποιείται σήμερα, μπορεί να βοηθήσει σε αυτή την ταυτοποίηση.

Θα αναλύσουμε κατά πόσο είναι ασφαλής, σε επίπεδα προστασίας προσωπικών δεδο-

μενων, η χρήση εικονικών βοηθών αλλά και διαφόρων τύπων έξυπνων συσκευών που

μπορούν να διασυνδεθούν με εναν εικονικό βοηθό. Ακόμα, θα παρουσιάσουμε και

θα ομαδοποιήσουμε τις έξυπνες συσκευές βάσει της ασφάλειας που παρέχουν. Θα

μελετήσουμε αφενός πόσο ασφαλής μπορεί να είναι μια τέτοια συσκευή με τα τωρινά

δεδομένα, αφετέρου πόσο μή-ασφαλής μπορεί να είναι μια πιό ευάλωτη συσκευή, φτά-

νοντας στο σημείο κάποιος κακόβουλος όχι μόνο να συμπεράνει ευαίσθητα προσωπικά

δεδομένα για τον χρήστη, αλλα και να παρέμβει στην λετουργία της συσκευής.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The concept of a smart home and its implications

The everyday life problems that an IoT device can solve has introduced them
inside our homes in various forms that are truly useful. Alexa is one the most
popular voice assistants with more than 100 million Alexa capable devices sold.
It is supported by various devices[1] Echo, Echo Dot, Echo Show, Echo Spot, Fire
Tablets and others. To expand its usability and connectivity, apart from the built-
in features that Alexa supports, there is an option for any user to expand the
functionality of the device. Using the APIs provided by Amazon a user can add
its own features, called skills. This option has led many companies to build their
own skills, in order to bind their products with Alexa. The outcome is a house
with an Alexa smart speaker as a central authority interconnected with any other
kind of smart device the user possesses. Although the concept of smart home
is here, many people are still skeptical about letting an IoT device control their
doors, heating, lights, security and anything else that needs an interaction with
the tenant. There are security risks but mostly users worry about their private
data that are transmitted to the cloud-based services of all the smart devices. ISPs
have access to the whole network traffic of their users and it is expected, and in
many cases under specific circumstances legitimate, to analyze this traffic. Every
ISP has a set of its own privacy rules regarding the sensitive data of it’s users, but
it’s clear that an ISP is capable to capture, keep, and possibly sell some of the
users sensitive data. We can conclude that any illegitimate individual with access
to a users network traffic can be a threat to it’s privacy. We move on, noting that:

1. A last-mile network observer such as an ISP has a lot of privacy-sensitive
network traffic regarding the users.

2. A big part of the network traffic is still not encrypted [33].

3. Even with encryption the ISP can still see the domains that the user visits,
and the encrypted traffic itself can be surprisingly revealing [26, 28].

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

4. Anonymization solutions like VPN are not widely adopted, and in many
cases they provide incomplete protection.

The great enthusiasm of the users regarding the trend called IoT over the last
few years created very fast a big market where manufacturers were racing in order
to meet the demand of the users. With the supply of IoT products moving that
fast and so many new smart gadgets introduced, it is legitimate to be suspicious
of a big part of the manufacturers regarding their approach on the security of the
devices, and if the privacy of their users is taken into serious consideration[17,
4]. Network security on IoT devices has many levels and there are still many
devices in the market with controversial security. Smart device manufacturers
are hopefully trying to provide products that are secure, but also they demand
low production cost, with today’s technology and research effort in the field it
seems that they cannot have them both in a satisfying level. A prerequisite of
an IoT communication protocol is to be lightweight, on the other hand a robust
encryption algorithm demands computational power and more energy, 2 aspects
that an IoT device might not be able to provide. So, on the one hand we get
manufacturers that mainly focus on the price and the ease of use, and on the other
hand, manufacturers that focus on protecting the users’ private data with a bit
more expensive implementations. With our first look at the market of IoT gadgets,
we were surprised to find out that there are huge variations in the prices of similar
products. In this thesis we will present our approach and our modeling of the
process of fingerprinting a smart device and inferring the state of it by investigating
the traffic and looking deep into the packets transmitted in the network. We
will describe how it is possible for an adversary, even when the network traffic is
encrypted and behind Network Address Translations (NAT), to extract sensitive
information about a users life, actions, location and habits.

1.2 Smart device fingerprinting

As a first step, we focus on how a malicious network observer could fingerprint the
types of devices that a regular user has in his house. There are many indications
that can disclose this information if no other anonymization technique is used, even
when the network traffic is behind NAT. This might not sound that scary, but in
our times there are IoT devices for everything, from the simplest thing which might
be a smart plug, to medical smart devices that handle very privacy-sensitive data.
A malicious observer who is spying on our traffic, could map our interactions with
the smart home devices and draw conclusions about our personal life. In order to
identify an IoT device we introduce and test two signatures:

1. the destinations (domains and IP addresses) that each one reaches, and

2. the set of sizes of the packets transmitted.

In order to identify a smart device with the signatures described above, it is clear
that the adversary must obtain the exact same device in order to study it, and
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extract those signatures per device. This, we believe is reasonable to ask for, since
the adversary can buy specific IoT devices that he knows or speculate that might
have some vulnerabilities, get their signatures, and look for those specific devices
in the victim’s network traffic. This way he can perform more targeted attacks,
and if we are concerning about ISP-level adversaries, with this scale of surveillance
the attack surface grows exponentially.

1.3 The role of Virtual Assistant Devices

At this point we will introduce Amazon’s Alexa and how it can help the adversary
in cases where it is not clear from the network traffic what IoT devices are used.
Identifying a smart home device might not always be such a trivial task. There are
cases where when the malicious network observer gets hands on our house’s traffic,
the signatures from above might not be able to accurately distinguish a smart
device. He might not find enough domains, IP addresses, or packets in order to be
precise. But identifying a virtual assistant inside the traffic is much easier due to
their peculiar traffic due to their usage. So, he is in the point where he knows that
there is a virtual assistant there, and he is not sure about other smart devices.
At this point, he can utilize the knowledge of how an IoT device interacts with a
virtual assistant, like Alexa, when the devices are interconnected and controlled
through Alexa with vocal commands. The network traffic that is generated from
such a setup follows a specific pattern that can easily be distinguished. When
a user invokes a smart home device not directly but through Alexa, there are 2
distinct connections taking place to two different cloud services. Amazon Alexa
speaks to specific addresses, so the sequence of commands can be predicted. An
outgoing traffic stream to the Alexa cloud, followed by an incoming and then
outgoing stream from the house to another IP address (the smart device) and
finally an incoming stream from the Alexa cloud, indicate that the user interacted
with a smart home device through Alexa. We will thoroughly analyze this sequence
of network flows later on. This setup gives the adversary one extra hint, he can
focus on a 1-2 seconds window and look there for a pattern that looks like a smart
device, then look for a known IP address or packets that match a known to him
IoT device. In sort, the interaction with a smart home device through a virtual
assistant is an indicator of where to look inside the network traffic for IoT devices.

1.4 Smart devices activity fingerprinting

After identifying a smart device, the next step is to look deeper into the network
traffic for indications about what the device is doing. There are two aspects on
this matter: 1. the state of the device, and 2. how the device was controlled. For
the state of the device we introduced 4 signals that an adversary could look for:

1. the payload of the packets,
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2. the packet size,

3. the packet inter-arrival time (IAT), and

4. the traffic generated when the smart device was controlled through a Virtual
Assistant.

We used these signals to identify what was the command that was given to the
smart device, thus getting it’s state. Modeling our approach, the first phase is
depicted in Figure 1.1, where we can see how we initially split the network traffic
of the IoT devices of our testbed into 3 phases: 1. The Power up phase, which
includes the traffic transmitted when the device is plugged in the AC. 2. The
Action phase, which includes the traffic transmitted when the user interacts with
the device. 3. The Idle phase, which is the traffic that the device transmits when
it is in standby mode. Then we extract signatures per device, and signals per
actions. The second phase is depicted in Figure 1.2, where when we get hands
on the network traffic of a smart home, using our signatures we identify if the
smart devices that we studied in phase A are present in that house, and using
the corresponding signal for each device we guess it’s state by fingerprinting it’s
actions.

Next, regarding how the device was controlled we observed that when a smart
device was controlled manually the signals differ from when it is controlled with
the manufacturer’s application or Alexa. Extracting and analyzing the signals for
each device an adversary can accurately infer if the user is at home or not. So,
after identifying the smart device, which is a serious privacy risk on its own, the
attacker could move on and exploit any vulnerabilities that this specific smart
device might have. For example he might be able to change the state of the smart
device at the server side, and the user will have false indications when checking
for the state of the device. He could even perform a Denial of Service attack by
continuously sending connect requests to the server in behalf of the smart device.
Or even, in some extreme cases, change the actual state of the device. We will
describe the vulnerabilities of various smart devices of the market, covering all
the spectrum: from the most secure to the most vulnerable, and we will present
in which cases the interconnection with Alexa is making it easier for a network
observer to map all the devices under the WLAN of a smart home.

1.5 Roadmap

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe related work
from the literature. In Section 3 we provide background knowledge, in Section 4 we
present our dataset and the properties of a smart home ecosystem. In Section 5 we
describe our approach on smart devices fingerprinting. In Section 6 we describe the
security spectrum and the implications that arise after a smart device is revealed.
In Section 7 we discuss the limitations of this work and a present roadmap for
future work. In Section 8 we conclude this thesis.
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Figure 1.1: Modeling our approach. Phase A.

Figure 1.2: Modeling our approach. Phase B.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

The introduction of smart devices into our houses in combination with the con-
cerns about their security and privacy implications has led many researchers to
perform their own research, and reach for the boundaries of security of this new
trend. There are various projects that approach the matter with different perspec-
tives. Many projects focus on the security of specific devices like virtual assistants,
others build big datasets and do a more generic research, and others just focus on
functionality or hardware design flaws. The analysis of the network traffic covers
a great area of various studies that aim to shed light on the users activity finger-
printing, but we mainly focused on projects that involved IoT device fingerprinting
and reports about vulnerabilities in such devices.

A great inspiration for our work was the projects that tried to fingerprint smart
devices from their network traffic. In this field [10] focused on two widely used
smart devices, the Nest Thermostat and the wired Nest Protect. For those, they
managed to distinguish patterns with a 88% and 67% accuracy indicating their
activities. The common use of those two devices though is not a direct interaction
with the user, but for the Thermostat, predefined time periods, and for the Nest
Protect, an activation under specific circumstances. We looked into a wider area
of smart device, which mostly rely on direct activation from the users and moved
deeper performing a deep packet inspection trying to distinguish different actions
with similar characteristics.

Following the same path, [8] performed a wider examination of 28 IoT devices,
identifying key statistical attributes and developed a multi-stage machine learning
based classification algorithm to identify the devices. This project provided a part
of their dataset [2] which we also used for further evaluations of our signatures in
the process of fingerprinting each smart device. This project is on solid ground
with a good approach and results, but only focuses on fingerprinting the devices
and not their actions, while their network observer sits under the NAT. Deep
learning was also used at [27], where the authors tried to classify IoT devices
using deep learning and no background knowledge of the actual devices that they
are looking, focusing only in the Inter-Arrival Time, and getting an accuracy of

7
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86,7%.
A series of relative projects from Noah et al. [25, 23, 24], approach the matter

from the perspective that we also do. In their papers, the threat model includes a
malicious ISP or other network observers that have access to the last-mile Internet
traffic, they do not put a lot of effort in the techniques that such an observer could
use, but mainly focus on techniques to mitigate the problem using traffic shaping.
Other similar projects [18, 30] propose re-architecturing and systems that would
minimize the damage resulting from compromising IoT devices.

During our research, because we also studied the role of virtual assistant devices
in the fingerprinting of IoT devices, we looked into projects that focused on the
security implications of Amazon Echo. In this field, there are two main topics
that were mostly investigated: 1. Implications in the nature of voice controlled
virtual assistants, and 2. hardware flaws. From the first days of its release, Echo
was reported by its users to occasionally start recording on it’s own by confusing
other words with the wake up word that triggers it. This led many researchers to
stress test its limits of understanding the natural language, [15, 22] presented how
ultrasound attacks can control the virtual assistants with sound waves that are
inaudible for the human ear. Also, [13] introduced and successfully performed a
type of squatting attack by leveraging systematic misinterpretation errors to route
a user to a malicious Alexa skill. A finding from F-Secure Labs [9] regarding a
vulnerability of the First generation of Amazon Echo devices triggered our research
to move towards the investigation of Amazon Echo and helped us to have a better
understanding of what is going on under the hood of a virtual assistant by gaining
root access to the Echo device.



Chapter 3

Background

3.1 Amazon Alexa

Alexa is the voice assistant that is supported by Amazon’s smart speakers (Echo,
Echo Show, Fire tablets, etc). It was released on November 2014 and is now
dominating the market along with th Google’s Home that was released 2 years
after. Alexa’s platform is composed of two main entities: The Device, and the
Alexa Voice Service (AVS). The device is placed somewhere in the house and this
is the one that receives vocal commands and responds. There is a pre-trained
model stored inside the device, but it’s only job is to look for the “wake up”
word that enables the device. All the work is done in the Alexa Voice Service,
where many features of the Amazon Web Service (AWS) are used. The device
is always listening for the “wake up” word, which is “Alexa” by default, and
then it starts transmitting the recorded command as a RAW audio format to the
Alexa cloud. AVS process the data through Automated Speech Recognition and
Natural Language Processing, and the corresponding response is transmitted back
to the device, where it is converted to speech. All the sensitive information that is
transmitted is encrypted, and through our extended research on the Echo we did
not find any serious security issues in the device itself.

3.2 Smart Home Devices and Skills

Smart Home Devices are called all kinds of electronic gadgets that can connect
and interact with other devices and perform tasks that otherwise needed direct-
physical interaction with the user. Amazon Alexa is capable of interacting with
many types of smart devices through their skills: light bulbs, smart plugs, door
locks, cameras, thermostats, etc. When AVS analyzes the recording, it is actually
trying to build a command and while he synthesize the command word after word,
it checks if the user wanted to use a skill by saying it’s name, and if so, triggers
the corresponding skill from the skill server. The exact process and the entire
Ecosystem of Alexa is described in Figure 3.1.

9
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Figure 3.1: The ecosystem of Amazon’s Alexa.

3.3 MQTT

MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) [21] is one of the most widely used
protocols for IoT devices. It is a messaging protocol based on the publish-subscribe
pattern which operates on top of the TCP/IP protocol. A client subscribes on a
class called topic, in which the publisher, which is another client is responsible for
publishing new messages. So, instead of sending the message directly to specific
receivers, only an entity that is subscribed on a specific topic will get any new
message. The protocol does not support subscriber to subscriber (or client to
client) communication, a client can only publish a message at a topic in the Broker
for which he is already subscribed. MQTT is a very cheap and lightweight solution
that is suitable for IoT networks, it’s security isn’t robust but it is always possible
to encrypt the payloads. TCP/IP port 1883 is reserved with IANA for use with
MQTT and TCP/IP port 8883 is also registered for using MQTT over SSL.

Figure 3.2: The MQTT Publish and subscribe model

An example of how this protocol works is shown in Figure 3.2, where for our IoT
device there are only two topics in the Broker: one responsible for the commands
given to the smart device ’IN’ , and another responsible for the responses of the
smart device ’OUT’.Client B (smartphone) with the interface to communicate with
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the device, subscribes and publishes at the ’IN’ topic, to give commands to the
smart device, this client also subscribes at the ’OUT’ topic to get feedback from
the device. Client A, which is the IoT gadget, subscribe and receives any change at
the topic ’IN’, and only publishes at the topic ’OUT’, where Client B is “listening”.
As can be seen there is no direct communication between clients. Because of its
simplicity, ease of use and the, under conditions, good security, is one of the most
widely-used protocols for IoT communications.
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Chapter 4

Smart Home Ecosystem

Smart Devices are replacing many conventional devices that we use in our every
day life. A house may consist of multiple IoT devices from different manufacturers,
where each one has it’s own cloud service and it’s own mobile application to control
it, this increases the complexity and this is why it is a common case to interconnect
all the devices under the brain of a virtual assistant that allows the users centralize
the control. This setup is the smart home ecosystem that we study.

4.1 Smart home control

In a modern smart home with multiple IoT devices and a central authority to
control them, each device can receive commands with 4 different ways.

4.1.1 Manual control

Most of smart devices also have a physical button that allows the user to manually
control it. When the smart device is controlled manually it usually transmits first
back to it’s server to update it’s status, or in fewer cases it does not transmit any
data at that moment. So, the traffic flow starts from the device and the destination
is the IP address of the manufacturer’s cloud service.

4.1.2 Manufacturer application control

One of the most common ways to remotely control an IoT device is through it’s ap-
plication. The user downloads the corresponding application, creates an account,
registers and syncs the device with his account. When the device is controlled
from the application, the first packets of the stream are coming from the cloud
service. After the packets that have the actual command, the device responds to
update it’s state and inform the server about the outcome.

13
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4.1.3 Virtual assistant control

When a smart device is linked with a virtual assistant like Amazon’s Alexa, the
user can also control it through an Alexa capable device like Amazon Echo. The
user gives vocal commands to the Echo, and then the Alexa cloud communicate
with the smart device’s cloud, which finally connects and controls the smart device.

4.1.4 Virtual assistant application control

A smart device that is linked with a virtual assistant like Amazon’s Alexa can also
be controlled through the application of the virtual assistant. Here the communi-
cation starts from the user’s device with the application and again the Alexa cloud
communicates with the smart device’s cloud that will send commands to the IoT
device.

4.2 Our Experimental Setup

Our experimental setup consists of 11 smart devices and an Amazon Echo as
presented in Table 4.1

The devices that we selected compose a realistic depiction of a modern smart
home. All the devices that we used are from multiple manufacturers and are best
seller products, an other characteristic of this set up is that it consists from various
price ranges. What we wanted to succeed was to have a diverse dataset with a
representative sample of IoT devices, in order to study and measure how much the
industry of IoT values the users security and privacy.

We extensively studied each device, but Alexa has an extra role in our setup.
We linked each device with an Alexa account so that all of them could also be
controlled with Alexa. The idea to allow users and third parties o develop their
own features-skills is an interesting and useful feature that makes thinks easier
for the end user, but by having a closer look to how this works we can see that
there might also be implications for the user. In Figure 4.1 we can see how Alexa
interacts with the peripheral interconnected devices that are also in the house,
where each smart device and virtual assistant establishes a different connection
with it’s own cloud service. The process for when a user interacts with a smart
device using vocal commands to the Amazon Echo is as follows:

1. The smart home skill that controls the a smart device is enabled. It links
the skill on the customer’s Alexa account with the device’s cloud, and asks
Alexa to discover devices associated with that account.

2. When the customer gives Alexa an order regarding the smart device using
vocal commands, Alexa creates a directive, and sent it to the smart home
skill. This directive includes: the capability message, the endpoint ID, and
the customer ID.
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3. The skill, hosted in AWS Lambda, validates and authenticates the direc-
tive. The device cloud communicates with the system-device cloud, under
communication channels defined by the skill developer.

4. Finally the smart home skill responds to Alexa with an event to indicate if
the operation was successful.

The main observation that characterizes this type of control is that there are
two different streams of network traffic to two separate destinations. Also the
sequence of the streams is known and steady, after an outgoing stream from the
house of significant size (voice data in RAW audio format), there comes first some
incoming packets from a different IP address (smart device’s cloud), followed by
outgoing packets to that address, and at the same time there are incoming packets
from Alexa cloud to inform about the outcome of the request.

Figure 4.1: The smart home ecosystem of our experimental setup.
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Smart Home Devices

Gosund mini smart plug

Martin Jerry mini smart plug

Kasa Smart Wifi Plug

Amazon Smart Plug

TP-Link Wifi smart Plug HS100(x2)

D-Link Smart Plug DSP-W215

August Smart Lock

Smart bulb Yeelight

Wyze Cam V2

Gosund WiFi smart plug SP1

Sonoff WiFi smart socket S20

Amazon Echo 1st Generation

Table 4.1: Smart home devices used



Chapter 5

Smart Devices Fingerprinting

IoT devices are nowadays solving many problems of our everyday life. There
are devices that cover our simplest needs, from a smart plug, to most serious
applications that have to do even with the medical condition of the user, like
thermometers and blood pressure monitors. A great example is the widespread
use of activity trackers in just a few years. Thus, fingerprinting a smart device
inside the network traffic of a house might reveal very sensitive information about
the every day life, the activities, and even the health of the users. In order to
extract this information from a, most of the times, encrypted communication with
multiple devices transmitting packets we had to measure the level of uniqueness of
each device. We studied the devices by comparing the signatures of each one, where
a signature is a set of characteristics that each one have and make it stand out
from the others. The two signatures that we focused are the Domain names and
IP addresses that each device is transmitting and the set of packet sizes appearing
in each device’s communications. For a better understanding and evaluation of
our signatures we split the network traffic transmitted from an IoT device in 3
parts: 1. The traffic generated when the device is powered up, 2. when the user
interacts with it, and 3. when it is idle

5.1 Threat model

In the threat model that we examine, the victim’s house network traffic is behind
Network Address Translation and the attacker is an adversary with access to the
house’s network traffic. The house’s network traffic is gathered and controlled at
the service provider of the user, so an ISP with not the best intents, or any mali-
cious network observer with access to the last-mile traffic could try to distinguish
the different smart devices. There are many reports that describe vulnerabilities
for various devices [3, 5, 6, 19], so the attacker can focus on identifying those vul-
nerable devices. The idea is that the attacker can purchase the devices that are
known to have some vulnerabilities, look for vulnerabilities on it’s own, or even just
collect a lot of devices to infer user’s activities and get personal data. By studying

17
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even the encrypted traffic of the smart devices that he possess, he will get their
characteristics and he could more easily identify them inside the traffic of a smart
house. As can be seen in Figure 5.1 After identifying the targeted smart devices,
he could try to infer the state of those from their traffic, and later, if the devices
that he found are also vulnerable he could even actively interfere with them . In
this thesis we are trying to understand how difficult is this for an adversary under
the circumstances presented above, and we are modeling the process of succeeding
in fingerprinting not only the devices but also the actions that are performed, and
finally draw conclusions regarding the user’s activity inside the house.

Figure 5.1: Overview of the treat model.

5.2 Domain names signature

The first signature that we perceive is the set of domain names and IP addresses
used by the smart device. All the IoT gadgets that have a network connection
are communicating with their cloud servers which are found in specific domains.
In many occasions the IP addresses are not a good indicator for fingerprinting a
device connected to the internet because it is not constant, due to load balancing,
changes in the infrastructure or even malfunctions. The domain name is a better
characteristic that will provide uniqueness for a device, but in our case study even
that might not be enough in some cases because there are multiple smart devices
from the same manufacturer that might use the same domains and even worse,
different manufacturers might use the same web hosting service to host their own
service.

In order to be more precise with our approach in our model, we construct the
signature lists of relevant domains and IP addresses for each device by gathering
domain names and addresses using the features below:

1. Domains from all the DNS queries that each device does over the power up,
the interaction, and the idle phase.
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2. IP addresses, results from extensive querying the DNS nameservers for the
domains gathered. The addresses where gathered using the “dig” command
for a period of 24 hours for each device.

3. IP addresses that each device has been seen communicating during 10 inter-
actions with one and 24 hour capture of powering on and idle phases of each
device. Here are also included all the pinned IP addresses.

In order to avoid collisions and false positives we excluded all the NTP domains
that each device is using, and we took into consideration the domain aliases (e.g
the domain r0801.dch.dlink.com is the same with the domain r0802.dch.dlink.com).
The result is a mapping of all the different domains that each device uses and a
list of all IP addresses gathered for each domain. In A.1 you can see domains that
D-Link plug contacted as an example, and in appendix A.2 you can see the final
complete mapping of these domains to the IP addresses after the studying of the
device with the process described above using these 3 features.

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the model we selected 6 devices from
different manufacturers with different behavior, from our list of devices. Of course
this time we didn’t take into consideration the knowledge of the MAC addresses
of each device, which is the ground truth that was leading us to construct the
signature-whitelist of domains and IP addresses per device above, but we looked
at the traffic in the way the ISP does. For the selected devices we generated
network traffic in two different tests: Test 1, which includes 4 interactions with
each smart device, and Test 2, that includes the power up phase (plugging to the
AC) and 30 minutes of leaving it idle. For each test we gathered the different IP
addresses that each device transmitted to, and we iterated the signature lists of
IP addresses for all the domains that this device was known to communicate. We
then calculated the accuracy in terms of how many domains matched to at least
one IP address over the total amount of domains that we have as a signature for
the device. In Figure 5.2 you can see visualized the whole process of studying
the smart devices and utilizing the extracted signature in order to look for these
devices in the captured network traffic.

In the results shown in Table 5.1 there is no good accuracy when only Test 1 is
used, this is because Test 1 simulates a scenario where the adversary will not have
access to the entire traffic (including the power up phase of the device), but only
in a chunk where the device is used and generating traffic that is relevant with it’s
actions. When the user interacts with a smart device, it generates network traffic
to a few specific domains out of it’s complete list of domains that the adversary
can construct by obtaining the same device and apply the 3 features we presented
above. On the other hand for Test 2 most of the devices were identified because in
most cases, all the communications are established during handshakes taking place
when the device is powered up. Only for the case of TP-LINK Smart Plug HS100
our model couldn’t find all the relevant domains because this device is initiating
a new connection in every interaction with the user. We have to mention that we
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Figure 5.2: Extracting and utilizing the domain names signature.

Smart Devices test 1 accuracy test 2 accuracy

Smart bulb Yeelight 100% 100%
Gosund mini smart plug 100% 100%

Amazon Echo 1st Generation 87.5% 100%
Wyze Cam V2 62.5% 100%

D-Link Smart Plug DSP-W215 40% 100%
TP-Link Wifi smart Plug HS100 50% 75%

Table 5.1: Experimental results for domain names signature.

also evaluated this signature in a third Test which was a combination of Test 1
and Test 2, which is a realistic approach of the data that our adversary will have,
and the results had the accuracy of Test 2, where again we missed a domain from
TP-Link plug. We believe that even for this special case, where the smart device
starts a new connection in every interaction, if we expand the studying periods of
the devices in our features above we will get 100% accuracy in detecting all of the
devices of our testbed. But in case that this signature won’t be able to fingerprint
a device with certainty, our second signature, presented in the next Section, will
fill the gap.

What we learned from those experiments is that this signature is more accurate
if the adversary has access to the power up phase of the smart devices because most
of them communicate with their servers and establish their persistence connections
with their control server when plugged in the AC. But for our threat model this
signature is robust, because we consider our adversary to have access to the entire
network traffic for a great period of time, and he can also possess a similar smart
device to the one he is searching for, to study it.
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5.3 Packet size signature

The next signature that we perceive is the set of packet sizes appearing in the
connections for each smart device. For a more precise approach we only considered
the size of the packet payload. We construct 3 signatures for each device, one from
the packets transmitted and received when the devices is powered up, one when the
user interacts with it, and one when it is idle. These 3 signatures are later merged
into one, that characterizes the smart device, and if the adversary posses that
signature and has access to the network traffic of a house he can accurately identify
the smart devices. In order to answer the question “Is this a good signature?”, we
evaluated the uniqueness of the signature of each device in our dataset and also in
a dataset provided by [8].

To make this concept more robust, constructing the signature by looking at
the traffic of the smart device as our ground truth, we also take into consideration
the frequencies of each packet size. The signature can be described as a associative
array with key-value pairs indicating the different sizes and frequencies and we end
up with a dictionary of the form:

{
Device1:

{
size1: frequency1, ...

}
, ...

}
. For

the smart devices that we possess we compare the signatures extracted only from
the action phases (when a user interacts with the devices). In Figure 5.3 we can
see how different each signature is. August Lock which has a more dense network
traffic stands out, also the Amazon plug which re-establishes connections in every
action has greater packet payload sizes due to the new handshakes over the actions.
The idea and observation is that every smart device uses only a specific range of
packet sizes and this can be used as an indicator of it’s presence under a house’s
network traffic, even when some packets sizes are common between two devices,
the complete dictionary-signature will differ.

In the method that we described before for our own devices, we evaluated the
validity of this signature. Now we will demonstrate how this signature can be
used in order to identify a smart device that you have studied inside an unknown
network traffic. For the dataset [2] provided by UNSW Sydney for IEEE TMC
2018, we cannot fully utilize our model because we don’t know if each smart device
was used in the same way. This does not allow us to use the frequencies for the
packet sizes, but we can still evaluate our signature by comparing sets of packet
sizes. This dataset consists of:

• 470 hours of continuous captures.

• 28 devices in total.

• 22 pure IoT devices.

• 7,262 hourly instances in total for the smart devices.

And the process for evaluation is the following:

1. We run a first pass in the entire dataset, utilizing the knowledge of the MAC
addresses of each device in order to construct our signatures. This first pass
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Figure 5.3: Packet size signature comparison of smart devices.

simulates what an adversary would do, “stress-test”, the devices in order
to extract all different packet sizes per device. For each smart device we
construct our signature again and we end up with a whitelist dictionary
of the form:

{
Device1:

{
IPaddress1: [packetSize1, ...] , ...

}
, ...

}
.

2. Then we performed a second pass where we excluded any knowledge that is
hidden behind NAT, and we perceive it as unknown network traffic in the way
the ISP sees it. For this unknown traffic we want to measure how accurately
we can detect each smart device of our list. We gather all the external IP
addresses that we see and we build a list of all the different packet sizes used
in every address. We now have a comparison dictionary of the form:

{
IPaddress1:[packetSize1, ... ]

}
.

3. Finally, using the comparison dictionary we try to reconstruct the whitelist
dictionary element by element, and we stop when it is complete.

With this method we managed to accurately identify all the IoT devices of the
dataset, proving that the the sets of packets sizes per destination for each smart
device is a good signature.
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5.4 Utilizing Virtual Assistants to detect IoT devices

Despite our good results that prove the uniqueness of our selected signatures, we
cannot overlook that extreme conditions with a lot of devices connected to the
internet and intense network traffic might reduce the accuracy of fingerprinting.
Here comes the virtual assistant devices and the concept of the smart home as
we described it in Section 4.2. A virtual assistant like Amazon Alexa allows the
user to control any smart device that is linked to the Alexa account with vocal
commands. Amazon Echo has a very peculiar and thus distinct network traffic
and can be detected easily inside an unknown traffic. The peculiarity of Echo’s
traffic is obvious when the user interacts with it as mentioned in Section 4.2. We
conclude that it is easy to detect such interactions.

Figure 5.4: Interaction with smart device using Amazon Echo.

Of course not every Alexa interaction is a command to a smart device, but
with the knowledge of how Alexa interacts with connected IoT devices behind
the curtains as described and presented in Figure 4.1, we know where to look for
smart devices. Figure 5.4 gives us a better look and a visual representation of the
network traffic of such an interaction. In this figure we can see all the packets that
were transmitted to and from Amazon Echo and Gosund smart plug (SP1) when
the user asked “Alexa, turn on plug six”.

The outgoing stream from the Echo (with purple colour) starts with a spike
and continues with a constant rate of packet that also have the same size while
the audio buffer is continuously unloaded and the audio is transmitted in RAW
format. In parallel there is also the incoming packet stream to the Echo from
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the Alexa cloud(with red colour), where we can see multiple packets at the end
of the outgoing stream. This spike of incoming packets at the 3.3 second of the
transmission is the answer from Alexa web services that contains, among others,
the response that Echo will give to the user. This response appears before the
end of the outgoing stream from the Echo, because in Alexa Voice services the
commands of the user are binded word after word, and when a known command
to a skill is detected, it directly executes it, even if the Echo is still transmitting
audio. But what interests a network observer the most is the two other spikes
that appear (with blue and green colour), which are the packets to and from the
smart plug. The constant pattern in all these occasions is that, first we always see
incoming packet/packets and later there are outgoing packets from the IoT device.

The knowledge of the pattern described above can help any one with access to
the network traffic to fingerprint a smart device. Especially for simple and small
IoT gadget which does transmit a lot of data, searching for 2 or 3 packets inside the
network traffic of a modern house might be like looking for a needle in a haystack.
In this example we only had 2 devices, while in a real life scenario there might
be more devices transmitting and receiving packets at the same time. Though,
the distinct peculiar traffic of the Echo and the time-slot inside the network traffic
that an adversary has to look for this pattern, to detect the IoT device, is no more
than 1 second. Even in the case that there are other packets inside this time-slot,
when we also utilize the knowledge of the action phase signatures of the devices
that we are looking for, we can confirm the presence of a smart device.

5.4.1 Man In The Middle attack for Amazon Echo 1st generation

In the process of our investigation for security and privacy flaws of the IoT devices
we applied a method introduced by F-Secure LABS [9] where one with physical
access to a 1st generation Amazon Echo can get root access to it’s underlying Linux
operating system. The exposed debug pads showed in Figure 5.5 on the Echo and a
hardware configuration which allows the device to boot from an external properly
configured SD card, allows us to interrupt the boot process over UART, configure
U-Boot to boot from the partition that contains the file system and install a reverse
shell script that will spawn a reverse shell with root privileges to the IP address
and port we select.

Exploiting this vulnerability allowed us to configure the Echo in order to be
more stable, by pinning IP addresses to domains, stop it from updating, etc. But
the most important aspect of this exploitation is that we were able to redirect all
the traffic from the Echo into a properly configured proxy server and by installing
a signed certificate as a root CA in the list of trusted certificates of the Echo, we
had full visibility of the traffic transmitted and received.

After an extensive analysis of the network traffic of the Echo, leaving aside
the scenarios in which it can help us identify a smart device, we didn’t find
any abnormal or suspicious behavior, but there are a few notable observations.
To begin with, Echo does not connect directly with any other smart device and
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Figure 5.5: Exposed debug pads Amazon Echo 1st Generation

does not seem directly send data to third parties, apart from an unknown request
to www.meethue.com/api/nupnp which corresponds to Philips Hue smart lamps,
however no Philips peripheral devices or skills are linked with our Echo. The com-
plete list of domains that Echo interacts over a 24 hour period is shown in Table 5.2.
The communication with the Alexa Voice Services where our voice commands are
transmitted uses the SPDY [11] version 3 protocol (deprecated,open-specification)
which was developed by Google and it mainly compresses data in order to reduce
payload size.

Another aspect that we had to investigate is if there is audio transmitted to
Amazon without the user’s consent. For starters with the technique described
above from F-Secure LABS [9], we were able to transmit using our reverse shell
the raw microphone data of the Echo to our listening computer. This method of
course relies on an adversary to have physical access and gain root access to the
Echo device, but we used it to test when and what Echo transmits. By pressing
the “mute” button that every Alexa device has we show that the audio buffers
of the Echo were empty, which means that the mute button must be physically
connected to the microphone amplification circuit. Next we investigated all the
possible causes that can trigger a voice data transmission to AVS. Apart from the
4 options (“Alexa”, “Echo”, “Computer”, “Amazon”) that Echo can catch with a
pre-trained model that will trigger the voice data transmission to the AVS, the only
other way is when Echo is set to “Guard mode”. When a user enables it with the
command: “Alexa Guard”, the Echo can identify noises from smoke alarms, carbon
monoxide alarms, or glass breaking. We didn’t spot any abnormal behaviour in
that case either. But because the sound samples that the pre-trained model inside
Echo catches are transmitted to a different domain than those of regular use, and
the packets transmitted in that case are more and greater in size, an adversary
network observer can identify that there was a smart alert transmitted from an
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Domain HTTPS Comment

0.north-america.pool.ntp.org No NTP protocol
1.north-america.pool.ntp.org No NTP protocol
2.north-america.pool.ntp.org No NTP protocol
3.north-america.pool.ntp.org No NTP protocol

api.amazonalexa.com Yes -
d3p8zr0ffa9t17.cloudfront.net No Test connection

dcape-na.amazon.com Yes Timezone,Country code, etc
device-metrics-us.amazon.com Yes Reports of metrics and device state

ntp-g7g.amazon.com No NTP protocol
pins.amazon.com Yes UDP traffic

prod.amcs-tachyon.com Yes SIP over TLS
todo-ta-g7g.amazon.com Yes Reguest of a to-do list from a proxy

www.meethue.com Yes Get requests
pindorama.amazon.com Yes Alexa Voice Services

Table 5.2: List of DNS queries of Echo.

Alexa device. An example of such a behaviour can be seen in Figure 5.6 where we
see a comparison of the network traffic load in terms of packets transmitted in a
normal interaction with Echo “Alexa, turn on the lights” with a smart alert due
to Guard mode after a glass break sound was detected.

Figure 5.6: Distinct network traffic for Alexa Guard mode smart alerts.



Chapter 6

Smart Devices Activity
Fingerprinting

In this chapter we will move on with the last phase of our model, and we will
prove how it is possible and how accurate it is given our threat model for an
passive network observer with access to the last-mile network traffic of a house to
identify the state of each smart device. We analyzed in the previous chapter how it
is possible for an adversary to identify smart home devices utilizing the signatures
that we proposed. Now, he has knowledge of what network traffic belong to what
IoT device, as mentioned in section 5.3, the action phase of each device has a
distinct signature and can be separated from the total traffic of the device, due
to the specific packet sizes and packet sequence it appears on the spikes of its
transmissions-actions. Also in Section 5.4 we show how we can identify action
when the command is given through Alexa.

We introduce and utilize the following signals:

1. The payload of the packets when the traffic is unencrypted.

2. The packet sizes when the traffic is encrypted.

3. The packet inter-arrival time.

4. The traffic generated from Alexa devices, when the IoT was con-
trolled through Amazon’s Echo.

These signals worked for most of our smart devices, but for only a few we
didn’t manage to extract any information about their state from their actions.
For these cases we followed another path as a last stand, based on some common
characteristics that all IoT devices share and we can accurately determine the
state of them for our threat model under normal use and circumstances. Of course
this is last idea is an estimation but with normal use of the smart devices we will
prove that it can be 100% accurate. In Table 6.1 we present all the smart devices
for which we managed to distinguish their actions, utilizing the signals that we
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Smart Devices Payload Packet Size Packet IAT Alexa’s traffic Estimation

Gosund mini smart plug 3

MartinJerry mini smart plug 3

Amazon smart plug 3

Kasa smart plug 3

TP-Link smart plug 3

D-Link smart plug 3

Yeelight 3

August smart Lock 3 3

Gosund smart plug SP1 3

Sonoff smart socket S20 3

Table 6.1: Signals extracted per smart device, that indicate different actions.

have extracted while studying each one. The smart camera does not appear in
this table because this type of device falls under another category of devices where
the state of the device can directly be observed from it’s intense outgoing network
traffic load, and for these smart devices the only difficult part is to identify their
existence in the traffic of a house.

6.1 Packet payload signal

6.1.1 Activity fingerprinting from passive monitoring

There are numerous reports regarding the insecurity of IoT devices. More attention
was given after the incidents with the Mirai Botnet [32] and later the Hajime
Botnet [31], and multiple studies that reveal various vulnerabilities for smart home
devices, and the observation that a lot of them don’t even encrypt their traffic. In
Section 3.3 we mentioned the different ports that are used for simple MQTT and
secure MQTT. With an internet-wide port scanning using the zmap command we
get that there are right now arounf 30% more non-secure MQTT ports open. From
the 12 smart home devices that we used, 2 of them [14, 20] send their commands
without SSL, using the MQTT protocol. The commands are encoded but even
without breaking the encoding, the part of them that contains the information
about each action ON/OFF on these binary-state plugs is distinct and remains
the same for the same actions. The information of the actions appears in the
outgoing MQTT Publish message from the plugs that updates the topic at the
MQTT Broker regarding the state of the device. Thus, our malicious network
observer can infer the state of each of those devices from the payload of only one
packet.

6.1.2 Actively interfering with IoT devices

The adversary, for these devices, can move on and not just passively extract infor-
mation, but also actively interfere with them. When MQTT protocol is used, the
entire communication between the client and the Broker is unencrypted. So, not
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Figure 6.1: Attack scenario in a realistic MQTT protocol setup

only the Publish Messages but also the connection establishment with the Broker
can be seen. In order to connect with the Broker, the plugs transmit their creden-
tials (user name and password) in plaintext, allowing thus any malicious observer
to use them to connect with the Broker. There are 3 stages in how one can take
advantage of that:

1. With a simple script, like the one presented below using Python, the ad-
versary can log-in to the Broker as a client using the stolen credentials and
send a crafted Publish command filled with the previously captured pay-
load. This will change the server-side state of the IoT device and the user
will have false indications about the state of the device when he checks it
from his smartphone/tablet. This scenario is depicted in Figure 6.1

import paho.mqtt.client as mqtt

client = mqtt.Client(client_id="72286240600194c4e3e3",

clean_session=1)

client.username_pw_set(’72286240600194c4e3e3’,

password=’1a2997142431cec0’)

client.connect(’3.122.18.69’, 1883, 10)

client.subscribe(’smart/device/out/72286240600194c4e3e3’, qos=1)

client.publish(’smart/device/out/72286240600194c4e3e3’,payload="captured

payload", qos=1)

2. The MQTT protocol allows only one device with it’s embedded credentials
to be logged in to the Broker. This means that, when an adversary connects
with stolen credentials like described above, will remain logged in until the
original user-device send again a connect command. These smart plugs are
sending connect commands periodically as soon as the are powered up, so the
connection established with the above script will be terminated after a few
seconds (but the state will remain tampered at the Broker). It is clear now
that if we put the code above into a loop, these continuous connect commands
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will not allow the original device to establish a connection, resulting in a
Denial Of Service attack. The user will not be able to access the device
remotely, but he will still be able to manually interact with it, if it has
physical buttons.

3. The last thing he can do is the most aggressive one. The protocol does not
allow client-to-client communication, the client only receives publish mes-
sages for the topics it is subscribed. But in the scenario where the adversary
can force his way in the WLAN by possibly infecting another device or with
physical presence nearby, by hijacking the TCP connection he can directly
send a crafted packet with a command to the smart device, changing it’s
actual state.

6.2 Packet size signal

The previous signal can only be applied in cases where the network traffic is un-
encrypted, here we will describe how an adversary can extract useful and in many
cases sensitive information even when strong encryption is used from the metadata.

6.2.1 Activity fingerprinting from encrypted traffic

By analyzing the network traffic of each smart home device that an adversary
has previously identified he can distinguish when each device is used or it is idle.
Devices that are streaming voice or video, like Echo and Wyze camera show a high
and constant rate of packets when the user interacts with them. On the other hand,
devices like plugs, bulbs, thermostats, locks, etc, show periodical spikes each time
they are used. With a first look, the interactions-spikes with such a smart device
look the same as shown in Figure 6.2. But with a closer look at the packets, we
managed to find patterns that indicate differences between the actions. For 5 of
the smart devices that we used, we managed to distinguish the different actions
due to different packet sizes transmitted for different actions. This signal (packet
size) fingerprinted the actions for: Kasa smart plug [16], Amazon smart PLug [7],
TP-Link smart plug HS100 [29], D-Link smart plug [12], and a few different action
for the Yeelight smart bulb [34].

An example of utilization of this signal is shown in Figure 6.3, where we can
see how the two actions are differentiated from the packet sizes. The smart home
device used in this example is the TP-link HS100 smart plug, which initiates a
new connection every time the user interacts with it. After the handshake with
the control server (Amazon AWS) there is one outgoing and one incoming packet,
highlighted with green and red colour. These two packets contain the information
regarding the action, and we call them packets of interest. When the action is
“Turn OFF”, both packets contain one extra byte, 583 - 1232, instead of when it
is “Turn ON”, where the sizes are 582-1231. This extra byte is present in their
payload. The payload of these packets might vary over different firmwares or when
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Figure 6.2: 4 actions given to the TP-Link HS100 smart plug, in the order: ON-
OFF-ON-OFF

the command was given from another source (manually, through the companion
application, through Alexa), but this signal, the 1 byte delta, remains constant
over the different actions.

Figure 6.3: 2 actions given to the TP-Link HS100 smart plug, in the order: Turn
ON - Turn OFF

We observed this signal for multiple smart home device of different well-known
vendors, thus we believe that this might be a common mistake appearing in many
other devices. We didn’t investigate deeper the reasons behind this bad design,
but it looks to be due to poor encryption approach. With a glance over the data
it seems that there was even a stream cipher used to encrypt the command, or a
block cipher with no padding. Whatever the case, the developers of these products
might thought that just transmitting over SSL will be enough, and this is one more
indication that the security in IoT is moving backwards.
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6.2.2 Users location from his interactions with smart home de-
vices

As we mentioned earlier, each smart device can be controlled with multiple ways.
All the Alexa compatible devices that we used can be controlled with no more
than 4 different ways: 1. The companion application, 2. manually, using a physical
button, 3. using the Alexa application, and 4. through an Alexa device with vocal
commands. The packet size that we are discussing in this section can give us 2
signals. The first one is the differentiation in actions given to the smart home
devices, and it was described in the previous subsection. The second signal is from
where the command originated. For all of the smart devices of our dataset we
were able to distinguish using this signal if the command was given manually at
the device, through the companion application, or if it originated from the Alexa
cloud. Also in most of them it was even possible to understand if the Alexa cloud
got the command from the Alexa application, or from the Echo. What was giving
away all the above information is the following rule that we spotted: The more
distant the source of the command, the greater the size of the packets payloads that
reach the smart home device.

Figure 6.4: Network traffic load for the smart devices when controlled with different
ways

This rule can be seen in Figure 6.4 where we plotted the network traffic load
to and from 4 smart home devices over their actions. In order for the data to
be fit in the same plot, August Lock was given 2 actions (Lock/Unlock), while
for the other devices we executed 6 continuous actions(On/Off), because the Lock
transmits much more data in each action. Of course an adversary does not need
multiple actions to draw conclusions. The different packet payload size is present
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in the all the incoming and outgoing packets of interest, the packets that contain
the command to the IoT gadget. In our threat model the attacker has used this
signature from the investigation of the smart devices prior to the examination of
foreign network traffic, and can infer the source of the command even from a single
action. Extra information can also be used in order to more accurately distinguish
commands that originated from Echo, or the Alexa application where in some
cases we had conflicts, like the case of D-Link smart plug that we see in the plot.
For example, the attacker can just check if there is also traffic from the Echo, but
we tried to utilize this signal by only looking at the traffic of the smart device.

Device Control User is at Home User possibly not at home

Echo 3 7

Manually 3 7

AlexaApp - 3

DeviceApp - 3

Table 6.2: Smart home device control and user’s location.

The adversary in our case, by monitoring the traffic of a smart home can
guess if the user is at home or not, as can be seen in Table 6.2. If the packet
size signal indicates that the smart device was controlled manually or through a
virtual assistant with voice commands, then the user is possibly inside the house.
Whereas, if the commands were given through the device’s companion application
or the Alexa application, the user is possibly not inside the house. It is known
that the ISP is capable of inferring if the user is at home or not in many ways, but
what is interesting here, is how much can he, or another network observer infer
from only a few bytes of information. Also, this observation debunks the idea of
many users to remotely control the lights, or other IoT devices, in their houses in
order to give the impression that they are home.

6.3 Packet inter-arrival time Signal

While studying our smart home devices we did not know what to expect, and the
signals that we extracted were from our own observations, just like how one with
malicious intents would do. For the case of the August smart lock we observed a
new signal in the traffic that can help us indicate whether the command to the
smart lock was a command to Lock, or to Unlock it. In Figure 6.5a and 6.5b we
can see the network traffic volume that the lock generates over 2 different actions,
more precisely we see total bytes transmitted from the server to the smart lock over
each action. We observed a greater delay between the packets of an “UNLOCK”
command than a “LOCK” command.

In order to have a better understanding and a solid signal, we calculated the
Delta (difference) time between two continuous packets for all the packet trans-
mitted in a LOCK and an UNLOCK command respectively. The delay in this case
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(a) Lock command. Incoming traffic to
smart lock.

(b) Unlock command. Incoming traffic to
smart lock.

Figure 6.5: Incoming network traffic (bytes) to the smart lock for (a) a Lock and
(b) an Unlock command.

is due to the time it takes for the smart lock to turn it’s mechanical parts, so wew
calculated the max Delta for each action. We repeated the experiment 20 times,
and for each LOCK-UNLOCK pair, the UNLOCK actions gave us constant and
significantly greater max Delta times.

We only observed this signal in the smart lock from all our smart devices.
The reason for this signal from this specific device was because of the extra time
needed for the mechanical parts to turn the device into it’s unlock position. We
don’t know the reason behind that, but this observation can be generalized and
we believe that this might also apply in other smart home devices too. If only the
different actions of the device, demands different amount of time to be processed,
this signal will be present.

6.4 Signal from Alexa interaction

The previous signals proved that even when the data transmitted is encrypted,
there might be serious privacy leaks. In Section 5.4 we resented how the use of a
virtual assistant, like Amazon’s Alexa, can help us identify a smart device. Here,
we will describe scenarios were Alexa can help an adversary fingerprint not only
the devices, but also the commands given to them. From the MITM attack at
the Echo that we described, we managed to decrypt the incoming and outgoing
traffic. We observed that Alexa Voice Services are sending back to the Echo the
result of the speech recognition process 6.1 that took place in the cloud, and right
after that we get the actual answer 6.2 from Alexa.

Listing 6.1: Speech recognition result.

{
"level": "INFO",

"message": "speech recognition result = where is my car ",

"logLevel": "INFO"

}
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Listing 6.2: AVS answer.

"textContent": "<speak><prosody volume=\"x-loud\">I&apos;m sorry, there

are

no vehicles associated with

youraccount.</prosody><metadata><promptMetadata>

<promptId>OutputSpeech.PlainText.Message</promptId><namespace>Echo.SDK

</namespace><locale>en_US</locale><overrideId>default</overrideId><variant>

af5bd34b-fd58-4bca-b96d-c68a6b620e77</variant><condition/><weight>1</weight>

<stageVersion>Adm-20150212_205320-4</stageVersion><promptData><replyType/>

<promptID>OutputSpeech.PlainText.Message</promptID><namespace>Echo.SDK

</namespace><overrideId/><prosodyPreRenderHook/><expectations/><message>

I’m sorry, there are no vehicles associated with your account.

</message></promptData></promptMetadata></metadata></speak>"

The above observation made us understand that, when controlling a smart
home device through Amazon’s Echo, the information about the action is present
not only in the outgoing stream as RAW audio data, but also in the incoming
stream in two different network packets 6.1 6.2. Don’t forget that in this section
we are only looking at the network traffic of the Echo in order to infer other smart
devices’ actions. After multiple controlled experiments we could not extract a
robust signal that will cover all cases, because this information about the actions
that the incoming packets have is overlapping with a lot of extra information of
random volume.

Through our research we concluded that using a virtual assistant to control
a smart home device, there are two cases for an adversary to infer the command
given to the smart device from the virtual assistant’s traffic:

1. From the length of the command. If one action to an IoT device needs
more input data than another, then the outgoing stream of one command
will be greater than the other. Of course this method will only work if the
voice pace is the same, and if the one command takes significantly longer to
pronounce than the other, and again no one can assure the network observer
about it’s accuracy because this method depends on the user’s input which
might vary. To provide evidence about this method, we converted with a
text to speech generator the commands: “Alexa, brighten the lights to 50%”
and, “Alexa, turn off the lights”. We repeatedly gave that input with no
background noise to the microphone of Echo for 200 times, and in Figure 6.6
you can see a box plot of the total size of the outgoing stream from the Echo
for the 200 experiments for every command. It is clear that under those
circumstances an adversary is capable of distinguishing two different com-
mands, and if he knows that the smart device is a smart bulb, he could pretty
accurately distinguish the ON/OFF commands from other commands that
change the brightness or the mode, but there is no case he could distinguish
an ON from an OFF action.

2. From extra input data over different action. If one action to an IoT
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Figure 6.6: Box plot of the total size of the outgoing stream from the Echo in 2
different commands.

device needs extra data than another. For example, the smart lock of our
dataset, when controlled though Echo, asks for a secret code when we ask
Echo to unlock the door, as an extra confirmation for the action. In Fig-
ure 6.7 you can see how 3 continuous pairs of “Alexa, lock the door” and
“Alexa, lock the door” commands look like. We have plotted the amount
of packets transmitted every second to and from each of the corresponding
devices. What is clear from this figure, is that if an adversary can find such
interactions inside the traffic, it is clear to him when the door was locked,
and when unlocked from the peculiar double-spiked traffic traffic load for the
Unlock commands, due to the extra input data asked from the user.

The first method we described helps the adversary to speculate what the action
is in some cases, but as we mentioned it cannot be considered a valid method to
extract signatures, and will only be used if there is nothing else to help him draw
conclusions. But the second method is a robust signal that can accurately indicate
different action for the smart home devices that work in a similar way with the
August smart lock.

6.5 Estimation of IoT device’s state

We have described in the previous sections all the main signals that we were
capable of extracting from our investigation on the smart home devices that we
possess. But we also stumbled upon devices that just seem to do a good job in
protecting the security and privacy of their users from malicious network observers
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Figure 6.7: 3 pairs of continuous “LOCK”/“UNLOCK” commands given to the
August smart lock through the Amaznon’s Echo.

and ISP’s. For the Gosund smart plug SP1, and the Sonoff smart socket S20 we
did not manage to find any signal in any case. Also for the Yeelight smart bulb we
couldn’t distinguish the actions that turn it ON or OFF, but only the actions that
set it on different modes (reading mode, movie mode, dating mode, home mode,
etc.). But in order of our model to be complete, we need to be able to provide an
answer in any case.

In this section we will describe an other approach that, for our threat model
only, can apply for all the binary-state smart home devices. For this approach to
work some necessary prerequisite must be met:

• The adversary has studied in advance the same smart devices that he is
searching inside the network traffic.

• The adversary has access to the network traffic since the very first appearance
of the smart home device.

• The adversary can accurately distinguish how the smart home device was
controlled, as described in Subsection 6.2.2

With all the above conditions met, the adversary can guess the state of the IoT
device with certainty. This approach can only work if the devices we are looking for
have only 2 states, i.e: ON/OFF as shown in Figure 6.8 where the loops presented
with red colour show the actions that have no effect in the device, and can only
be given for each state through a virtual assistant., but our experience showed us
that the vast majority of IoT home gadgets have 2 states. The first two bullets are
necessary because over our experimentation with our testbed, we noticed that each
device has an initial state when powered up, that is always the same. Each smart
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Figure 6.8: FSM of a simple smart home device.

device when plugged in the AC either turns ON, or waits for the user to turn
it ON for the first time. Regarding the third bullet, a second observation that
we made was that through the 4 different ways of controlling the smart device
(manually, companion application, alexa application, virtual assistant), there was
only one case, that of voice commands to a virtual assistant, where the user could
repeatedly send the same command to the smart device. In any other case, the
user does not have the option to send again the same command. The physical
button will only alter the state any time pressed, and the online applications are
presenting a virtual button that works in the same way.

Figure 6.9: Estimation of each state for a binary-state device.

We conclude that, with ordinary use, and knowing the initial state of the device
while also observing all it’s actions, we can distinguish every different state. When
the command was given manually, or through an application we are certain about
the current state regarding the number of actions that we have counted since the
beginning as can be seen in Figure 6.9. When for example the initial state is
“ON”, after an odd number of actions, the state will be “OFF”, while, after an
even number of actions, it will be “ON”. In the case where the command was
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given through a virtual assistant we have 2 possible outcomes, since he can either
command it to turn ON or OFF independently of its current state, and 1 bit of
entropy. But again, this is the mathematical interpretation that we have to follow,
and it is not expected from a user to ask Alexa to turn ON the lights that are
already ON. It is also important to mention that if the smart device is unplugged
and we detect a power up phase, this will reset our counter to the known initial
state, which for our approach is good because we erase any uncertainty that might
has been introduced be an action through a virtual assistant.
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Chapter 7

Discussion

In this thesis we presented our approach on how it is possible for an ISP or a
malicious network observer with access to the last-mile traffic of a house to identify
the smart home devices that are used, and infer the users activities by finding the
actions that each smart device executes. A big surprise to us was how obvious were
in many cases the design flaws or omissions in the majority of the smart devices
that we selected as testbed. We evaluated each signature in the Sections that
it was presented by checking that it is a unique identifier for each smart device.
But what we plan to do in the future is to evaluate the entire process that we
propose of finding signatures and signals, as a single model, under a realistic noisy
interent connection and provide more metrics about the accuracy and any possible
thresholds, while also evaluate how the use of known countermeasures like VPNs
or packet shaping techniques can protect a user. Also, we need to more thoroughly
examine all the smart devices, even the ones that use encryption, for resistance in
simple or more complex replay attacks, like the one described in Section 6.1.2.

Regarding our findings so far, we believe that there are many IoT gadgets out
there with various vulnerabilities and the users must become aware of what impli-
cations it is possible to have when using non secure devices and connect them to
their local network. But on the other hand we have to encourage manufacturers
and companies to utilize the already known techniques that provide robust secu-
rity, and not only rely on methods with elementary protection. Since we found
that protocols, like secure MQTT, which is used in Gosud smart plug SP1, pro-
vides a fair security and protection of the privacy when at the same time it is a
lightweight protocol. While other devices that also transmit over SSL fail to hide
the information they transmit and emit various signals that reflect their payload.
The general advice for the manufacturers is to take the privacy leaks that might
occur more serious and thoroughly investigate their products, since in many cases
that we stumbled upon, the signals that we observed can be erased with a simple
padding of the packets transmitted.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

The technology, the trends, but also our needs, are moving the society towards a
direction full of interconnected devices with internet connection. This continuous
spread of IoT devices along with the digitalization and automation in almost any
filed, makes a lot of people sceptical about if and how their right to privacy is
affected. In this thesis we analyzed a realistic smart home setup with various IoT
devices, and the ecosystem of their interconnection that governs the use of today’s
smart devices, in terms of security and privacy.

We demonstrated how a malicious ISP or an adversary with access to the last-
mile network traffic is capable of identifying smart home devices, even behind NAT,
and how he can even infer the user’s activities by understanding what each smart
device is doing. Also, we observed that with this smart home setup, an adversary
is capable of understanding if the user is at home or not by only capturing a few
packets transmitted from the smart device’s actions. Furthermore, through our
investigation we provided a view of the different levels of security over the smart
devices of the market, while presenting how an adversary could hijack a vulnerable
device, and how protected is a more secure one.

The wide spread of IoT gadgets and their interconnection is a topic that needs
more attention from the cyber security community, the manufacturers, and the
users, in order to spread awareness and to move forward into a more secure and
privacy preserving ecosystem.
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Appendix A

Listing A.1: Hostnames of D-Link after 24 hour experimentation

[total]

domains = [ "euw1-api.tplinkra.com", "n-deventry.tplinkcloud.com",

"n-devs.tplinkcloud.com", "use1-api.tplinkra.com",]

[power-on]

domains = [ "euw1-api.tplinkra.com", "n-deventry.tplinkcloud.com",

"n-devs.tplinkcloud.com",]

unique-domains = [ "euw1-api.tplinkra.com", "n-deventry.tplinkcloud.com",]

[interaction]

domains = [ "n-devs.tplinkcloud.com", "use1-api.tplinkra.com",]

unique-domains = [ "use1-api.tplinkra.com",]

[merged]

domains = [ "euw1-api.tplinkra.com", "n-deventry.tplinkcloud.com",

"n-devs.tplinkcloud.com", "use1-api.tplinkra.com",]

Listing A.2: Complete mapping of domains and IP addresses of D-Link after 24
hour experimentation

[power-on]
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mapped-ip-addresses = [ "146.185.170.220", "193.93.164.195",

"132.163.97.6", "52.31.249.92", "128.138.140.44", "129.6.15.28",

"132.163.97.2", "213.109.127.82", "193.239.214.227", "132.163.96.6",

"129.6.15.29", "51.15.44.1", "84.245.9.254", "132.163.96.2",

"213.136.0.252", "62.1.105.163", "132.163.96.1", "77.72.146.250",

"52.215.32.226", "94.228.220.14", "193.239.214.226", "132.163.97.1",

"194.116.168.41", "52.18.121.161", "195.191.113.251",

"176.34.147.251", "34.251.211.222", "129.6.15.30", "129.250.35.251",

"129.6.15.26", "3.248.160.9", "195.167.30.249", "132.163.96.4",

"132.163.96.3", "34.240.167.46", "18.200.232.211", "194.116.168.40",

"5.200.6.34", "185.51.192.34", "132.163.97.4", "5.39.184.5",

"34.254.86.102", "34.240.59.66", "34.247.203.160", "34.248.17.101",

"174.138.9.187", "94.228.143.152", "5.79.108.34", "129.6.15.27",

"194.177.210.54", "31.3.104.60", "52.49.188.118", "85.72.56.142",

"52.30.140.207", "83.98.201.134", "86.85.103.243", "128.138.141.172",

"3.248.107.146", "54.76.17.31", "34.243.129.241", "52.30.201.106",

"91.217.155.60", "193.93.164.194", "87.233.197.123", "93.94.224.67",

"132.163.97.3", "52.209.24.11", "52.208.109.156",]

talked-ip-addresses = [ "18.200.232.211", "3.248.107.146",

"34.241.48.123", "34.243.129.241", "34.247.203.160", "34.253.80.178",

"52.208.47.181", "52.209.24.11", "52.211.231.209", "52.215.32.226",

"52.30.140.207", "52.30.201.106", "52.31.249.92", "52.49.188.118",

"54.76.17.31",]

[interaction]

mapped-ip-addresses = [ "18.211.245.54", "132.163.96.3", "54.85.109.83",

"193.93.164.195", "100.24.246.229", "132.163.96.4", "132.163.97.1",

"52.2.226.177", "193.239.214.226", "52.207.127.189",

"18.211.101.178", "34.203.151.120", "52.206.35.152", "132.163.97.3",

"85.72.56.142", "52.4.195.57", "193.93.164.194", "129.6.15.28",

"52.21.225.104", "52.55.71.15", "195.167.30.249", "34.194.109.143",

"34.206.14.189", "52.207.120.87", "194.116.168.40", "34.200.17.153",

"128.138.140.44", "132.163.96.6", "174.129.184.251", "52.86.180.82",

"194.116.168.41", "54.174.218.102", "54.81.54.78", "194.177.210.54",

"62.1.105.163", "34.235.56.143", "132.163.96.2", "91.217.155.60",

"129.6.15.30", "129.6.15.26", "52.71.120.244", "129.6.15.29",

"132.163.97.2", "54.85.160.117", "132.163.97.4", "52.71.121.34",

"193.239.214.227", "128.138.141.172", "34.239.239.168",

"132.163.97.6", "52.7.234.165", "54.173.190.152", "54.165.180.177",

"132.163.96.1", "54.88.77.109", "129.6.15.27", "18.207.89.19",

"52.45.27.149",]

talked-ip-addresses = [ "100.24.246.229", "174.129.184.251",

"18.211.101.178", "18.211.245.54", "3.248.107.146", "34.194.109.143",

"34.206.14.189", "34.235.56.143", "34.239.239.168", "34.243.129.241",

"52.18.121.161", "52.2.226.177", "52.207.120.87", "52.207.127.189",

"52.21.225.104", "52.30.201.106", "52.4.195.57", "52.7.234.165",

"52.71.121.34", "54.165.180.177", "54.173.190.152", "54.81.54.78",

"54.85.109.83", "54.85.160.117", "54.88.77.109",]
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[merged]

mapped-ip-addresses = [ "100.24.246.229", "128.138.140.44",

"128.138.141.172", "129.250.35.251", "129.6.15.26", "129.6.15.27",

"129.6.15.28", "129.6.15.29", "129.6.15.30", "132.163.96.1",

"132.163.96.2", "132.163.96.3", "132.163.96.4", "132.163.96.6",

"132.163.97.1", "132.163.97.2", "132.163.97.3", "132.163.97.4",

"132.163.97.6", "146.185.170.220", "174.129.184.251",

"174.138.9.187", "176.34.147.251", "18.200.232.211", "18.207.89.19",

"18.211.101.178", "18.211.245.54", "185.51.192.34",

"193.239.214.226", "193.239.214.227", "193.93.164.194",

"193.93.164.195", "194.116.168.40", "194.116.168.41",

"194.177.210.54", "195.167.30.249", "195.191.113.251",

"213.109.127.82", "213.136.0.252", "3.248.107.146", "3.248.160.9",

"31.3.104.60", "34.194.109.143", "34.200.17.153", "34.203.151.120",

"34.206.14.189", "34.235.56.143", "34.239.239.168", "34.240.167.46",

"34.240.59.66", "34.243.129.241", "34.247.203.160", "34.248.17.101",

"34.251.211.222", "34.254.86.102", "5.200.6.34", "5.39.184.5",

"5.79.108.34", "51.15.44.1", "52.18.121.161", "52.2.226.177",

"52.206.35.152", "52.207.120.87", "52.207.127.189", "52.208.109.156",

"52.209.24.11", "52.21.225.104", "52.215.32.226", "52.30.140.207",

"52.30.201.106", "52.31.249.92", "52.4.195.57", "52.45.27.149",

"52.49.188.118", "52.55.71.15", "52.7.234.165", "52.71.120.244",

"52.71.121.34", "52.86.180.82", "54.165.180.177", "54.173.190.152",

"54.174.218.102", "54.76.17.31", "54.81.54.78", "54.85.109.83",

"54.85.160.117", "54.88.77.109", "62.1.105.163", "77.72.146.250",

"83.98.201.134", "84.245.9.254", "85.72.56.142", "86.85.103.243",

"87.233.197.123", "91.217.155.60", "93.94.224.67", "94.228.143.152",

"94.228.220.14",]

talked-ip-addresses = [ "100.24.246.229", "174.129.184.251",

"18.200.232.211", "18.211.101.178", "18.211.245.54", "3.248.107.146",

"34.194.109.143", "34.206.14.189", "34.235.56.143", "34.239.239.168",

"34.241.48.123", "34.243.129.241", "34.247.203.160", "34.253.80.178",

"52.18.121.161", "52.2.226.177", "52.207.120.87", "52.207.127.189",

"52.208.47.181", "52.209.24.11", "52.21.225.104", "52.211.231.209",

"52.215.32.226", "52.30.140.207", "52.30.201.106", "52.31.249.92",

"52.4.195.57", "52.49.188.118", "52.7.234.165", "52.71.121.34",

"54.165.180.177", "54.173.190.152", "54.76.17.31", "54.81.54.78",

"54.85.109.83", "54.85.160.117", "54.88.77.109",]

[power-on.mapping]

"euw1-api.tplinkra.com" = [ "52.31.249.92", "52.49.188.118",

"54.76.17.31",]

"n-deventry.tplinkcloud.com" = [ "3.248.160.9", "34.247.203.160",

"34.251.211.222", "52.30.140.207",]

"n-devs.tplinkcloud.com" = [ "176.34.147.251", "18.200.232.211",

"3.248.107.146", "34.240.167.46", "34.240.59.66", "34.243.129.241",

"34.248.17.101", "34.254.86.102", "52.18.121.161", "52.208.109.156",

"52.209.24.11", "52.215.32.226", "52.30.201.106",]
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"pool.ntp.org" = [ "129.250.35.251", "146.185.170.220", "174.138.9.187",

"185.51.192.34", "193.239.214.226", "193.239.214.227",

"193.93.164.194", "193.93.164.195", "194.116.168.40",

"194.116.168.41", "194.177.210.54", "195.167.30.249",

"195.191.113.251", "213.109.127.82", "213.136.0.252", "31.3.104.60",

"5.200.6.34", "5.39.184.5", "5.79.108.34", "51.15.44.1",

"62.1.105.163", "77.72.146.250", "83.98.201.134", "84.245.9.254",

"85.72.56.142", "86.85.103.243", "87.233.197.123", "91.217.155.60",

"93.94.224.67", "94.228.143.152", "94.228.220.14",]

"time.nist.gov" = [ "128.138.140.44", "128.138.141.172", "129.6.15.26",

"129.6.15.27", "129.6.15.28", "129.6.15.29", "129.6.15.30",

"132.163.96.1", "132.163.96.2", "132.163.96.3", "132.163.96.4",

"132.163.96.6", "132.163.97.1", "132.163.97.2", "132.163.97.3",

"132.163.97.4", "132.163.97.6",]

[power-on.training-mapping]

"euw1-api.tplinkra.com" = [ "52.31.249.92", "52.49.188.118",

"54.76.17.31",]

"n-deventry.tplinkcloud.com" = [ "34.240.109.65", "52.211.231.209",]

"n-devs.tplinkcloud.com" = [ "34.243.129.241", "52.215.32.226",]

"pool.ntp.org" = [ "193.239.214.226", "193.93.164.194", "194.177.210.54",

"91.217.155.60",]

"time.nist.gov" = [ "129.6.15.30",]

[interaction.mapping]

"use1-api.tplinkra.com" = [ "100.24.246.229", "174.129.184.251",

"18.207.89.19", "18.211.101.178", "18.211.245.54", "34.194.109.143",

"34.200.17.153", "34.203.151.120", "34.206.14.189", "34.235.56.143",

"34.239.239.168", "52.2.226.177", "52.206.35.152", "52.207.120.87",

"52.207.127.189", "52.21.225.104", "52.4.195.57", "52.45.27.149",

"52.55.71.15", "52.7.234.165", "52.71.120.244", "52.71.121.34",

"52.86.180.82", "54.165.180.177", "54.173.190.152", "54.174.218.102",

"54.81.54.78", "54.85.109.83", "54.85.160.117", "54.88.77.109",]

"pool.ntp.org" = [ "193.239.214.226", "193.239.214.227",

"193.93.164.194", "193.93.164.195", "194.116.168.40",

"194.116.168.41", "194.177.210.54", "195.167.30.249", "62.1.105.163",

"85.72.56.142", "91.217.155.60",]

"time.nist.gov" = [ "128.138.140.44", "128.138.141.172", "129.6.15.26",

"129.6.15.27", "129.6.15.28", "129.6.15.29", "129.6.15.30",

"132.163.96.1", "132.163.96.2", "132.163.96.3", "132.163.96.4",

"132.163.96.6", "132.163.97.1", "132.163.97.2", "132.163.97.3",

"132.163.97.4", "132.163.97.6",]

[interaction.training-mapping]

"use1-api.tplinkra.com" = []

"pool.ntp.org" = []

"time.nist.gov" = []

[merged.mapping]
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"euw1-api.tplinkra.com" = [ "52.31.249.92", "52.49.188.118",

"54.76.17.31",]

"n-deventry.tplinkcloud.com" = [ "3.248.160.9", "34.247.203.160",

"34.251.211.222", "52.30.140.207",]

"n-devs.tplinkcloud.com" = [ "176.34.147.251", "18.200.232.211",

"3.248.107.146", "34.240.167.46", "34.240.59.66", "34.243.129.241",

"34.248.17.101", "34.254.86.102", "52.18.121.161", "52.208.109.156",

"52.209.24.11", "52.215.32.226", "52.30.201.106",]

"pool.ntp.org" = [ "31.3.104.60", "195.191.113.251", "194.116.168.41",

"84.245.9.254", "193.239.214.227", "77.72.146.250", "129.250.35.251",

"195.167.30.249", "213.136.0.252", "94.228.143.152", "5.200.6.34",

"62.1.105.163", "5.79.108.34", "85.72.56.142", "86.85.103.243",

"5.39.184.5", "185.51.192.34", "174.138.9.187", "93.94.224.67",

"91.217.155.60", "83.98.201.134", "193.93.164.195",

"193.239.214.226", "94.228.220.14", "213.109.127.82",

"194.177.210.54", "51.15.44.1", "87.233.197.123", "194.116.168.40",

"193.93.164.194", "146.185.170.220",]

"time.nist.gov" = [ "129.6.15.30", "129.6.15.26", "132.163.96.6",

"129.6.15.29", "128.138.140.44", "129.6.15.28", "129.6.15.27",

"132.163.97.6", "132.163.96.2", "128.138.141.172", "132.163.96.3",

"132.163.97.3", "132.163.97.1", "132.163.97.2", "132.163.97.4",

"132.163.96.1", "132.163.96.4",]

"use1-api.tplinkra.com" = [ "100.24.246.229", "174.129.184.251",

"18.207.89.19", "18.211.101.178", "18.211.245.54", "34.194.109.143",

"34.200.17.153", "34.203.151.120", "34.206.14.189", "34.235.56.143",

"34.239.239.168", "52.2.226.177", "52.206.35.152", "52.207.120.87",

"52.207.127.189", "52.21.225.104", "52.4.195.57", "52.45.27.149",

"52.55.71.15", "52.7.234.165", "52.71.120.244", "52.71.121.34",

"52.86.180.82", "54.165.180.177", "54.173.190.152", "54.174.218.102",

"54.81.54.78", "54.85.109.83", "54.85.160.117", "54.88.77.109",]

[merged.training-mapping]

"euw1-api.tplinkra.com" = [ "52.31.249.92", "52.49.188.118",

"54.76.17.31",]

"n-deventry.tplinkcloud.com" = [ "34.240.109.65", "52.211.231.209",]

"n-devs.tplinkcloud.com" = [ "34.243.129.241", "52.215.32.226",]

"pool.ntp.org" = [ "193.239.214.226", "193.93.164.194", "194.177.210.54",

"91.217.155.60",]

"time.nist.gov" = [ "129.6.15.30",]

"use1-api.tplinkra.com" = []

[power-on.static.hostname-queries]

ignored-domains = [ "pool.ntp.org", "time.nist.gov",]

[interaction.static.hostname-queries]

ignored-domains = [ "pool.ntp.org", "time.nist.gov",]

[merged.static.hostname-queries]

ignored-domains = [ "pool.ntp.org", "time.nist.gov",]
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[power-on.static.hostname-queries.domain-aliases]

[interaction.static.hostname-queries.domain-aliases]

[merged.static.hostname-queries.domain-aliases]
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